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Hello I'm Rupinder Randhawa, Principal Product Manager with Equinix. I'd like to go over the
Equinix Connect features that support 10 gig link aggregation groups and 100 gig ports. With these
features Equinix Connect can better support the growing demand for higher bandwidth Internet
access from the data center. Up to 10 ports can be combined into a link aggregation group or 100
gig ports can be selected.

Having the ability to support 10 gig LAG allows for a cost-effective growth and bandwidth needs
when going beyond 10 gigs although it's more cost effective to go to 100 gigs if exceeding 4 ports
of 10 gig. We understand that customers may not have 100 gig ports available and therefore may
want the flexibility to deploy up to 10 ports of 10 gig.
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10G LAG AND 100G PORTS

10 gig LAG is supported on all configurations today such as single home direct static and BGP. It's
important to note that multi-chassis LAG is not supported and therefore a link aggregation group
cannot go across different IBXs. You also cannot LAG across two different services.
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10G LAG AND 100G PORTS

The situation is the same for dual-home configurations as shown here. Please note that the
number of primary ports in a LAG must equal the number of secondary ports in a LAG.

A customer can order a new 10 gig EC Port and combine it into a link aggregation group with an
existing 10 gig port even if it wasn't identified as a potential LAG port. A customer can upgrade an
existing 10 gig service to 100 gig service unless that 10 gig is the LAG port. In that case a new order is
required.
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10G LAG AND 100G PORTS

There are no changes to the 10 gig pricing as a result of introducing link aggregation groups. We've
added pricing for 100 gig port installations and monthly recurring charges. New minimum bandwidth
commit tiers and associated pricing have been introduced to facilitate the traffic between 10 gig and
100 gig even though traffic is shared across ports and a LAG entering values for bandwidth
minimum commit and bandwidth burst cap are done per port and therefore must be considered
when calculating total traffic.

More information can be found at doc central and our readiness pages. Thanks for watching.
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